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Introduction
Have you ever quit a site because you were tired of a girl and joined another site just to find the same
girl in their members area as well? MaskTV may be the answer to that problem!

Adult Review
MaskTV is a site that has quietly been around since 1998. That may lead you to expect the members area to be gigantic... but
that is not the case. MaskTV is a micro-niche adult site that is more interested in creating a community than in the quantity of
material they produce.
  
  The site currently holds (20) original and exclusive movies that you can download. What makes them special is that they
star actual members who sent in video ideas and then agreed to star in their own show along with the help of some
professional talent.Often the amateurs appear with masks over their faces to protect their identity, hence the name MaskTV. 
  
  As just one example of their content: When Rose wrote into MaskTV, she wanted to have her first-ever threesome with
another woman and her boyfriend Blair. We love hearing from couples so we pulled out all the stops to make this a
memorable experience! We brought in petite blonde Tobi to seduce Rose with her expert tongue, sensual touching, and lots of
toy play. Then when Blair surprised the two women in their lesbian lovefest, it turned into a hot orgy with lots of licking,
sucking, and wild fucking! This is one MaskTV fantasy that is not to be missed!
  
  Every scene also comes with plenty of behind the scenes footage, pre-fantasy and post-fantasy interviews and even director
commentary. This is as close as you can get to being on the set of a smut shoot and watching all the work that goes into
making fantasies come to life.
  
  The site offers plenty of bonus material including text stories, picture galleries, adult games and the like. The interface is
well designed and easy to use. The site even has a messageboard (operating since 2006) with posts from the stars of the
shows that allows you to interact directly with the casts and crews.
  
  All in all the site is headed in the right direction but for a site to claim on its tour it has been around since 1998 and then to
offer only 20 complete scenes in its members area is a bit surprising. The material is worth downloading but the amount of
material (at least at this moment) doesn't appear to be worth the price of admission unless you are really looking to be
involved in the community that they are trying to foster.

Porn Summary
Take a look at the tour and see what they offer. They are real people living out their fantasies and sharing their most intimate
moments with you. If they had another 60 or 70 episodes in their archives it would be a site near the top of its niche.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A great idea that gets you as close to the action as you could ever be... but only has 20 complete movies in
its archives.'
Quality: 88  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 80
Support: 90 Unique: 88    Taste: 75        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Fetish, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 2 Days for $4.85 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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